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Changes DYMO 03->04

- Generalized MANET Packet/Message Format
- Sequence number 16-bits
- RERR creation recommendation
- RERR dissemination recommendation
- Removal of UERR
- Removal of Ignored bit
- Minor nits
DYMO-05-pre

- Common packet/message format
  - Commonality and/or compatibility between MANET protocols
  - Message and TLV semantics in packetbb
  - Clean up message format visuals
  - Implementation experience
  - IANA considerations

Short Term Work Items

- Packet/message structure feedback
- **Implementation** experience
  - Packet Format
  - Tradeoffs
  - Difficulties, ambiguities, etc.
- Extensions, improvements, optimizations
DYMO Discussion

Questions & Comments
http://moment.cs.ucsb.edu/dymo

Implementation Issues
https://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/aodvimpl-public